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Objectives

• Challenges facing Dual Physician Families (DPF)

• Available research on DPF marriages

• Tips for balancing DPF lifestyle

• Social media connections for DPF
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Dual Physician Families:
Misconceptions and Realities
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How society may imagine our lifestyle…
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What our lifestyle may actually be like
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Let’s talk about DPFs

• In this context, 2 married physicians +/- children 
– Literature focuses on opposite sex marriages but may apply to all types

• Can also refer to other clinician marriages (e.g. PA, RN)

• Many themes in common with other “power couples”
– Work-life balance

– Professional adjustments

– Household responsibilities 

– Family support

• Much data lacking in the composition of this uniquely             
high-stress/high-reward subgroup in medicine
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Potential challenges unique to DPFs
• Double the debt

• Twice as much call schedule

• Divorce rate high at baseline for physicians

• Burnout- is this additive or improved?

Burnout
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Household
responsibilities

Common
threads

Stress
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Common Themes

• Backup childcare 

• Call schedule

• Work-life balance

• Division of household chores 

• Financial planning for retirement
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Benefits of DPF
• Medicine is still well-respected-- potentially doubles

• Parents may serve as positive role models for children

• Shared experiences/understanding with spouse

• May have better time management skills and resilience

• Higher income potential has rewards

– May have more freedom to plan vacations

– Investing (e.g. retirement, education, etc)

– Services (e.g. housekeeping, daycare, etc)
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Successful DPFs in Politics
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Research on Dual Physician Families



 National survey from 2011
 891 physicians/spouses
 Minutes spent awake with 

partner was strongest predictor 
of relationship satisfaction       
(next slide)
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We’re generally happy, but         
at times exhausted and irritable



There are more DPFs
than in prior years Ly et al. 2018
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Studies suggest disparities within DPF 
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Younger DPF with children…even more work disparities 
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Trying to balance
work and home life
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Work and Home Pressures

WORK

 RVU/performance measures

 After hours work, on-call responsibilities

 Academic work (publishing, teaching, etc)

 Working toward an elusive future

HOME

 Making time for relationships

 Kids’ school events/extracurriculars

 Housekeeping/repairs

 Paying bills

Ly et al. BMJ 2014
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• 2008 survey of ACS
• Data not broken down 

by gender
• Compared to surgeons 

whose partners were 
working non-physicians:

• Surgeons in DPF more 
often had:                         
> a recent career conflict 
with their partner                        
> a work-home conflict
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Female partner more likely to rearrange work schedule



Different Attitudes Toward Work/Life
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Caprice Greenberg. Sticky Floors and Glass Ceilings.
* Elmore, Jeffe, Jin, Awad, Turnbull. SUS and SARS presentation 2016.
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Parenting, Work, Burnout

• Study looking at the relationship between work-home conflicts 
and burnout among American surgeons. Of  7,858 surgeons:
– Work-home conflict was a major contributor to surgeon burnout, 

more common among women surgeons.
– Factors contributing to burnout were similar, women more likely to 

experience work-home conflicts than male colleagues.
– Women surgeons more likely to be burned out (43.3% vs

39.0%; P = .01) have high levels of emotional exhaustion (35.9% vs
31%; P < .001).

• Gender roles at work and home are becoming more balanced, 
still work to do.
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Older, dated
resources
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Newer ways to connect
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• Mutual support/encouragement 

• Clearly define responsibilities 

• Develop shared values/goals

• Acknowledge benefits of a DPF

• Shared journey through medicine

• Try to find intersection of hobbies

Everyone has to find their own ways of making things work
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• Accept help/delegate non-crucial tasks

• Create schedule for yourself and the kids

• Stay organized

• Evaluate leadership roles in your household 
(may require embracing changes in career)

• Make time for each other as career changes

• Make time for yourself

https://www.ama-assn.org/practice-management/physician-health/6-tips-balancing-two-physician-family
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Financial Planning Resources

• White Coat Investor
– https://www.whitecoatinvestor.com/about/
– Twitter: @WCInvestor

• Physician on FIRE
– https://www.physicianonfire.com/
– Twitter: @PhysicianOnFIRE

• Facebook groups: 
– Women Physicians Personal Finances
– Married to Medicine Personal Finance
– White Coat Investors
– Dual Physician Families
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Join a growing facebook group 
of 2500+ members
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Thank you for listening

• Thank you Karen Tucker LaBello for organizing this webinar!

• Thanks to the NYACP leadership and members!


